This study examined processes that contribute to the changing painfulness of a repeatedly presented thermal (heat) stimulus. The 3-second pulses were presented to the side of the hand at a rate of 4/ min, too slow to engage wind-up. Over the course of 32 trials, pain intensity (measured by verbal report on a 0-100 scale) first declined and then (in most cases) rose again, indicating adaptation and sensitization, respectively. The magnitude of adaptation grew across a series of 3 runs, indicating that adaptation has a slow as well as a fast component. The rate of sensitization depended on stimulus temperature, but not on subjective pain intensity; this result implies that sensitization takes place at an early processing stage. Adaptation and sensitization were comparable in participants with fibromyalgia, temporomandibular disorders, and in healthy controls, indicating that these processes occur before the perceptual amplification that characterizes fibromyalgia and temporomandibular disorders. The ability of vibration to reduce pain has previously been shown to involve segmental inhibition; the finding in the present study that vibratory gating of pain is significantly (inversely) related to the rate of sensitization suggests that the latter also reflects segmental processes. Several lines of evidence thus point to the conclusion that adaptation and sensitization occur at early stages of sensory information processing. Ó
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Introduction
When a series of pulses of heat is presented, their painfulness does not remain constant. The changes in pain intensity that occur puzzled researchers [3,6] until it was realized [19] that pain at any point in time is the result of multiple dynamic influences, some of which act in opposition to one another. Price and colleagues [25] demonstrated 2 such processes using a rapid series of thermal pulses: first (sharp) pain declined over the course of the series, while at the same time second (aching) pain built up. The drop in first pain was linked to adaptation of Ad nociceptive afferents, while the increase in second pain-which dominated the overall sensory experience-was associated with the transient increase [20] in the response of dorsal horn neurons to C-fiber input. The latter change, called temporal summation, requires stimulus repetition at interstimulus intervals of 3 seconds or less [24] .
This relatively simple picture of changes in experimental pain from a repetitive thermal stimulus was made more complex by recent findings that adaptation has both peripheral and central components [7] , and that pain intensity follows a triphasic time course during the first minute of continuous heat stimulation [12, 21] , perhaps reflecting a gradual sensitization in addition to temporal summation and adaptation.
The purpose of the present study is to further describe and characterize the processes of adaptation and sensitization. We isolated these processes from temporal summation by spacing heat pulses so widely that the latter phenomenon did not occur.
Pain signals are repeatedly modified as they travel from receptors to the brain. For example, cortical responses to noxious stimulation more strongly reflect individual differences in pain sensitivity than do responses at earlier levels of the neuraxis [2]. We use the term ''early'' to describe processing stages that precede the incorporation of individual-difference or cognitive information into the pain signal, and refer to stages that follow this transition, such as the perceptual amplification that is associated with hypervigilance [8], as ''late.'' The terms are used here in a functional sense and do not refer to specific anatomical loci.
By determining whether adaptation and sensitization were related to stimulus temperature, clinical status, hypervigilance, and other factors, we sought evidence as to whether these events occur
